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All Ears / All Play • Teacher’s Guide 

1. Context

Les raisons des forces mouvantes (The reasons behind moving forces), a work for string quartet and flute, is inspired by 
a seventeenth century work describing the construction of organs, fountains and mechanical clocks.

The composer tells us that “both the malleability of musical form and the possibility for the listener to perceive its 
ongoing transformations within a composition lie at the heart of Les raisons des forces mouvantes.” How can we 
represent music through form?

Primary
III. Les raisons des forces mouvantes

   Forms in transformation

2. Appreciation

Level: primary
Music excerpt: track 4
Material:
thread or string
modelling clay (see over for recipe)

A) Theme and variations on a thread

1. The students sit in a circle. The teacher brings a string or thread and holds it up air (forming a U, S etc.)  “singing” its 
shape. For example, a thread placed this way / can suggest a singing exercise in glissando going from low to high 
pitch. The students repeat it.

2. The teacher hands the string to a student and asks them to make a shape with it. The student sings his/her shape and 
the other students repeat it. Each student has a turn to present a “musical form.” 

3. In listening to Les raisons des forces mouvantes, track 4   the teacher provides keys for listening by means of an 
imaginary thread. The students can mimic the teacher’s gestures. 
 
Example of tracks for listening: movements of the flute:
• 0:00-0:45: Ascending chromatics from the lowest possible pitch of the flute (low B) to the highest note possible 

(high B) - using the fingers to mimic ascending a staircase.
• 0:45-1:07: high B  - holding an imaginary string horizontally over our head, etc.

B) Theme and variations on modelling clay

1. Each student is given a small ball of modelling clay (see recipe in box). While listening to  track 4, they transform the 
dough following the course of the sounds. Their forms reflect the music, the constantly evolving sound dough.

2. The teacher stops the music at a convenient moment and the students place their shapes down.  Alternately, each 
student shows his/her shape to the others and explains by means of the musical vocabulary the links between the  
“sculpture” and the sounds.

3. The modelling clay forms can be dried, painted and displayed in the classroom as an exhibition of “formes mouvantes/
moving forces.”
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3. Creation

1. The students, individually or as a group, create modelling clay forms representing a sound evolution in time. 

2. Each student or group performs its musical creation in front of the other students. A spokesperson can present the 
creation prior to the performance.

Easy modelling clay recipe

  Ingredients:
 • 1 cup of salt
 • 2 cups of flour
 • 1 cup of water
 • 3 tablespoons of vegetable oil (or glycerin) 
 • Food colouring 
 
Please note that the quantities might need to be adjusted because the shelf life of the ingredients can affect their 
interactions.

 
Steps:
1. Place the salt and flour in a bowl.
2. Add the water and oil, stirring constantly to obtain a homogeneous and smooth dough.
3. Divide the dough into portions.
4. Add a few drops of food coloring to each portion and knead the dough well.
5. The dough can be kept on a plate or in a sealed bag.

Variation: try the same recipe but add the food colouring to the water before adding it to the dry ingredients.  
This will result in a more uniform colour.

Source: educatout.com/activites/crea-recettes/p ate-a-modeler-sans-cuisson.htm




